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Refrain

Verse 1.
One day young Johnny, he did go
Down in the meadow for to mow. 

Refrain
Atu nicatu nicadidoday

Verse 2.
He scarce had mowed twice round the field
Before a serpent hit his heel.
(refrain)

Verse 3.
He threw his scythe upon the ground,
And shut his eyes and looked around.
(refrain)

Verse 4.
He took that serpent in his hand,
And went back home to Sally Plan.
(refrain)

Verse 5.
"Oh Sally dear and do you see,
This pesky serpent has bitten me."
(refrain)

Verse 6.
"Oh Johnny dear, why did you go
Down in that meadow for to mow?"
(refrain)

Verse 7.
"Oh Sally dear, you know, you know;
'Twas father's hay I had to mow."
(refrain)

Verse 8.
Now all young men a warning tale;
And don't get bit by rattle snake.
(refrain)
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Critical Commentary  

Transcriptions by MB, Peters, p. 207.

HST notes:
In the Professional Papers series:
(Springfield Mountain)
Sung by Winifred Bundy, age ___, Madison, 1941.
    Miss Bundy learned "Young Johnny" when she was a small girl from a neighbor woman, Harriet Hunt 
Winslow.  Had Mrs. Winslow been living in 1941, she would have been well over a hundred years old, 
and, as Miss Bundy said, "That dates the song somewhat!"  Miss Bundy was not aware that she was 
singing a version of the famous American ballad, "Springfield Mountain."
    The tragedy which occasioned composing of the song occurred in 1761 at Wilbraham, Massachusetts.  
The exact form of the record is given by Chauncey E. Peck, "The History of Wilbraham," page 79: 
"Timothy Mirrick, the son of LT. Thomas and Mary Mirrick, was bit by a ratel snake on August the 7, 
1761, and died within about two or three ours, he being 22 years two months and three days old and 
vary near the point of marridg." [all spelling sic]
    The tragicomic character of Miss Bundy's version is far removed from the seriousness of the original 
song.  This change in character is indicative of the transformation through which a folk song may pass 
as it is handed down by oral traditions.
    In 1840 the song appeared in print as "The Pesky Sarpent: A Pathetic Ballad."

Editor's notes:
Linscott states: "This is the first known native American ballad.  It is founded on fact, and the date of the 
event was 1761. ... The grave of Tommy Blake, victim of the 'pesky sarpent' may be seen today in 
Vermont" (Linscott 285).  Gardner and Chickering write that Cox claims, in contrast, this story comes 
from a tragedy in Wilbraham, Massachusetts, in 1761 (Gardner and Chickering 120).  Flanders notes 
"enormous popularity, both as a stage song and as a folk song" (Flanders et al 161).  The versions of this 
song are very different from one another: some tell the story quite solemnly, while versions such as 
Bundy's include nonsense syllables and a cheery tune.

Alternate titles/related songs: "Springfield Mountain," "Springfield," "The Pesky Serpent," "The Pesky 
Sarpent," "The Black Sarpent," "Oh Johnnie Dear."
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        Macmillan Co., 1939.  "Springfield Mountain or The Black Sarpent."  This tune is
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Lomax, John A. and Alan Lomax, colls. and comps. American Ballads and Folk Songs. 
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